500e Chromebook

a matchless
learning machine.
Introducing the 500e Chromebook,
a state-of-the-art learning tool.
Powerful, portable, and packed with premium features, the 500e
brings the “class” to every classroom. In addition to its Gorilla-Glass
HD touch screen, the 500e comes automatically paired with an
EMR pen, which can be conveniently stored inside the system after
note-taking and interacting with all your favorite education apps.
It comes with a world-facing camera and the ability to bend into
four different modes, making the 500e flexible when creating and
sharing work via G Suite for Education and Google Classroom. Plus,
Chrome Education makes administering and managing a fleet of
Chromebooks simple and secure, it’s easy to see why the 500e
is the device many educators say has improved the speed
and quality of class prep.

Paperless Potential
Every 500e device comes with a 11.6” HD multi-touch display and a responsive, pressure-sensitive EMR pen that can
be conveniently stored in a built-in compartment. Plus this pen pal doesn’t need charging or pairing so it’s super
easy to share. With a 360º Yoga Hinge, the 500e seamlessly bends into 4 different modes – perfect for extensive
note taking, fine art, and detailed arithmetic.

Durability Done Right
The 500e graduates with high honors in durability. Its rubber bumpers help to withstand drops up to 75cm. Even
the touch screen is damage resistant, built with chemically-strengthened Gorilla Glass. Plus, the keyboard not only
features mechanically anchored keys but a water-resistant design. Pair all that with the rugged, reinforced flexibility
of a 360º Yoga hinge and you’ve got a machine built to withstand even the most chaotic classrooms.

Classroom Compatible
With its Intel 2.2 GHz Celeron processor, the 500e is packed with power and unparalleled speed. It can run all your
favorite education apps like Alma, Activity Learn, GeoGebra, and more. The 500e comes equipped with G Suite for
Education, which allows students to securely access their personal interface and cloud files from any device with
the simple login of a Google ID. Plus with Google Classroom, the 500e makes it simple for school administrators to
control access and updates on multiple devices.

The Total Learning Tool
Only 2.97lbs and 20.35 mm thin, the 500e is a sleek and efficient educational accessory. With up to 10 hours of
battery life*, students can work through an entire school day on one charge. Plus it’s equipped with a world-facing
camera which can capture photos and videos from any direction, making the 500e full of premium possibilities.
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500e Chromebook

Specifications

Lenovo Offerings & Services

Performance

Chrome Education license
Chrome Education license enables IT administrators to manage a few or
a fleet of Chrome devices within a centralized, easy and intuitive software
interface. Lenovo makes it easy to acquire as an OEM authorized reseller of
Chrome Education license.

Processor

Intel Celeron N3450 (2M Cache, up to 2.2 GHz)

Operating System

Chrome OS™

Graphics

Intel® Integrated graphics

Memory

4GB or 8GB

Storage

32GB or 64GB eMMc

Audio

3.5 mm Combo Audio

Battery

42 Whr, Up to 10 hrs

Design
Display

11.6"HD 10pt multitouch display (1366x768) IPS 250

Camera

720p Front-Facing/ 720p World-Facing

Dimensions

290 x 204 x 20.35 mm / 11.41" x 8.03" x .8"

Weight

1.35kg / 2.97lbs

MIL-SPEC Standard

Mil-STD-810G

Keyboard

Full-sized, water-resistant (330 ml) with touchpad
& mechanically anchored keys

Durability Features

Reinforced ports & hinges, drop-resistant up to

Warranty upgrades – onsite and next business day
Maximize PC uptime and productivity by providing convenient, fast, repair
service at your organization.
Warranty extensions (1-3 years total duration)
This fixed-term, fixed-cost service helps accurately budget for Chromebook
expenses, protects your valuable investment and lowers the cost of
ownership over time.
Accidental damage protection
Avoid the hassles of unexpected repair costs. Provides coverage for
non-warranted damage incurred under normal operating conditions,
such as minor spills, drops, or screen damage.
G Suite for Education
Easy access to Google’s G Suite family of apps keeps everything under
one roof and free of software licensing fees. Simple cloud management and
24/7 support make Chromebooks easily scalable to any size classrooms, big
or small.

29.5" (75 cm)

Options / Accessories

Connectivity
2 x USB-C
2x USB 3.0
WiFi 802.11 AC (2 x 2)
Bluetooth 4.2
Micro SD card reader
Combo mic / audio jack
Kensington lock slot

USB-C to HDMI
Adapter

Lenovo Laser
Wireless Mouse

Lenovo Professional
Wireless Keyboard

*Based on Google Chrome Power_LoadTest, a battery run down test. For more information about Google Chrome Power_LoadTest, visit www.chromium.org. Test results should be used only to compare one product
with another and are not a guarantee you will experience the same battery life. Battery life may be significantly less than the test results and varies depending on your product’s configuration, software, usage, operating
conditions, power management settings and other factors. Maximum battery life will decrease with time and use.
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